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Our Process 
Reference based pricing seeks to change the 
reference point for determining allowed amounts 
paid to healthcare providers using a multiple of 
Medicare. By utilizing MediBridge, employers will 
experience a hands-on approach to claim reviews. 

PPO networks do not allow for claim audits 
before payment. The result can be costly and 
fraught with errors. By removing the PPO, 
MediBridge provides the kind of control 
employers have when buying other goods & 

services for their business.

Our Difference 
Repricing to Medicare is “easy,” it’s the 
disputed claims that separate the different 
vendors, from how they handle them to how 
they charge for their services. 

6 Degrees Health:
•  Uses negotiation to settle disputed claims

•  Typically has limits set for capping negotiation 

settlements

•  Variability in approach can negotiate or settle

•  Often has a per employee per month (PEPM) 

fee structure

•  Less “noise” and negotiations get balance 

bills resolved faster

MediBridge  |  RBP
A Total Network Replacement Solution

Patient Advocacy 

Manage provider access issues, appeals, and 

balance bills for members

Contract Negotiations 

Negotiate individual claims both prospectively 

and retrospectively, or access existing contracts 

held by 6 Degrees Health

Transplant & Specialty 

Access 6 Degrees Health’s solid organ and bone 

marrow transplant contracts, and decades of 

experience in managing catastrophic claims 

MediVI 

Internally developed software platform 

providing medical reimbursement analytics for 

audits, contracting, and claim negotiation

ProPlus Integration 

Combines the comfort of a physician network 

with the savings of RBP, giving members more 

flexibility and comfort in selecting a provider

Ability to Customize Solution 

Multiple RBP and contracting solutions to 

address the risk tolerance of your plan and to 

achieve claims savings

More Than Repricing


